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Apnea Games 2024 will be held in Athens Greece on April 27-28-29, 2024 organised by Niritis.

### 1. EVENT SCHEDULE

The Draft Program of the event is as follows:

- 26 April registrations- Technical meeting.
- 27-28-29 competition days
- The closing ceremony will take place on 29 April.
- Participation: Athletes can register individually for each event.
- Disciplines: Apnea Games 2024 will include the following disciplines:
  
  **Senior Male:** DYN, DNF, DYNBF
  
  **Senior Female:** DYN, DNF, DYNBF

#### Rules:

The relevant CMAS rules and regulations for each discipline.

Specific rules for the WORLD CUP POOL SERIES will be also applied.

https://www.cmas.org/freediving/how-to-regulations.html

### 2. COMPETITION DETAILS

Every athlete can choose the discipline that wants to compete.

Athletes can compete in the same discipline as many competition days they want.

Mixed discipline starts are allowed.

The relevant rules for each discipline are applied.

The event is open to athletes aged 18 and over. Seniors category only.

The rules of competitions applied will be the relevant CMAS Pool Rules.

All participating athletes shall accept and follow the international rules of WADA and CMAS International.
3. REGISTRATION
All athletes must register within a specified timeframe (at least one week) before the event. Registration will be online in Sportdata. https://www.sportdata.org/cmas/set-online/index.php
Online temporary CMAS license will be applied with cost 24 euro per participant. Contact organizers (listed below) for information regarding deposit requirement, competition fee, training fees, etc.

4. SCORING AND CLASSIFICATION of Apnea Games and POOL SERIES
   • Event medals
   3 first places for men and women in each discipline in each event
   • Scoring and Classification System for the overall event winner:
     DYN: 1 point per meter
     DYNBF: 1 point per meter
     DNF: 1.25 points per meter
     Overall winner:
     There will be a ranking for the event as follows:
     The athlete with the best sum, adding points from his best performances, from all 3 disciplines or less (if he has not participated at all disciplines).
     Even if an athlete has not participated at all disciplines, his total score counts at the event ranking.
     e.g
     DYN: 100 mt = 100 points
     DYNBF: 95 mt = 95 points
     DNF: 80 mt x 1.25 = 100 points
     Total 295 points
     Total Classification of the CMAS FREEDIVING WORLD CUP POOL SERIES:
     Calculating Total Points:
     For each participant, adding the total points earned in their two best events.
     Overall, Winner:
     The athlete with the highest total points on his best two events is declared the overall winner.
5. Participation fees
The participation fees are 200 euro for one/two days competition or 250 euro for all three competition days. Payment has to be done until 10 April at the account (contact organizer).

6. SPECIAL NOTES
The Apnea Games as part of the CMAS FREEDIVING WORLD CUP POOL SERIES provide World Record status and qualification criteria for World Games 2025.

CMAS, the Competition Director, Competition Officers and the Technical Delegates are not responsible for accidents or damage caused to people and personal effects before, during or after the competition. The organizer ensures the presence of medical assistance.
- The rules of competitions applied will be: CMAS POOL Rules
- All participating athletes shall accept and follow the international rules of WADA.
- All athletes must be in possession of:
  ● Temporary CMAS freediving online license
  ● Medical certificate not older than 6 months
  ● ID document-Passport.
  ● DAN Insurance
  ● Liability release document

Athletes that fail to provide the above documents will not be allowed to take part in the competitions, and their participation fee will not be refunded.

7. CLIMATE
Info about climate in Athens Greece

8. HOTELS PROPOSAL
There are a lot of hotels nearby as well as apartments from Airbnb. You can check at google map below

9. LOCATION
Alimos Municipal Swimming Pool
https://maps.app.goo.gl/ASwDc4fv1HXhi57g6
CONTACT PERSONS

Dimitris Koumoulos
Email: dkoumoulos@gmail.com
WhatsApp +30 6944 312 419

Bill Bellos
Email: bellosb@gmail.com
WhatsApp +306975863212

APPLICATIONS
Email: apneagames0@gmail.com